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In

The Supreme G·ourt
t)f

the

State of Utah
E. J. JEREJJY,
Plaintiff and Appellant

vs .
.A.l'{GEL BERTAGNOLE AND
LEO M. BERTAGNO·LE,
Defendants and Respondents,
AND

SUMMIT COUNTY, a Municipal
Corporation,
Intervenor and Respondent,
AND

MORGAN COUNTY, a Municipal
Corporation,
Intervenor and R.espondent.
Appeal From Third District Court, Summit .County
Honorable P. C. Evans, Judge
·

RESPONDENTS' BRIEF
RES.PONDENTS' STATEMENT OF FACTS
When the first company of 1\formon Pioneers 'vere
on their wa.y to Salt Lake \7 alley, follo,,T]ng the trail
broken by the Donner party the preceding year,
they came through what is;no'v Henefer and entered
East Canyon at about the present location of the
Ea.st Canyon Reservoir. They then traveled up
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East Canyon to the s~de canyon known as Little
Dutch Hollow and from there up over the divide
through Mountain Dell into Emigration Canyon,
whenee they reached Salt Lake Valley. This first
company of Mormon Pioneers thus traveled a part
of what later became East Canyon Road. Ever
since then some part of it has been used as a highway by white men. In tlie very early days of Utah
Territory, agricultural settlements existed a.t and
near Henefer, Morgan and Porterville. Settlements also existed at Snyderville and Park City
and there was intercourse and traffic between the
peop~le living in different. localities.
This intercourse and traffic customarily passed through East
Canyon from Morgan, Porterville and· Henefer on
the north to where it left the canyon at what are
now Gorgo·rza and Kimballs on the south. Livestock was driven along the road thus -created from
the northern towns to he butchered at Park City;
and there was traffic also from the other direction
into and through East Canyon.

By our living witnesses we traced the existence of
the East Canyon Road back to 1869 and our testimony shows that at all times continuously since
that year the road was in existence· and being used
by the public for all purposes for which such use
was necessary or convenient.
Our testimony also showed that for many years last
past the road has been worked upon by and under
the direction of the public authorities; the first
work having been done by residents 'vorking out
their poll tax and subsequently by the Road Departments of the counties through which it passes .
. .c\s
. stated above, our witnesses traced the existence
of the road back to 1869. This was six years prior
to the issuance of patent to any part of the land
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now· O\Yned by appellant; of \Yhose patents, some
are as recent as lHlO and of "·hose lands son1e have
not yet reached patent.
~\.lthough,

during n period of 1nore recent years,
the Road has been used mostly as a su1nmer road,
the defen4ants have used it in January and at
present it is kept open all winter from the north to
the Morgan-Summit County line in order that frequent trips may be made to the air beacon which
is reached from it.
There are certain sheep trails as well as this Road
which lead into East Canyon. G-enerally speaking
these are for east and west traffic, in going to and
coming from tlle 'vinter range on the Salt I__JakE~
Desert. Ho\vever, this is not to say that the l{oad
itself is not and has not at all tjmes during the
memory of man been used for the trailing .of sheep
and other livestock from other djrections. Thus,
sheep owners living in the Upper vv-eber River and
'vintering their sheep on their ranches ha.ve entered
East Canyon through this R.oad and across appellant's land for sprin~, summer or fall grazing. The
same is true jn the past as to stock being· wintered
in Salt Lake a1lev around Holladay, thence driven
up Parley's Canyon and into East Canyon at Gorgorza acros~ appellant's property.

'T

The nse of the Road testified to by defendantR has
not been occasional merely as indicated in app·ellant 's statement of facts. Such u~e dates back to
1909. During all vears
since then defendants have
.
used the Road for their ·camps and the trailing of
huck herds: and for n certain pPriod therein they
trailed full bands of sl1eep from the north to a dip·ping pen at Gorg-orza. Recently, a.s stated in appellnnt 's hrief, they havf' t rniled to and from their East
,_
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Canyon property to summer range in the Park City
area.
From the .testimony of the various witnesses as to
having observed sheep' and cattle being driven upon
the Road it is not possible to i~fer that the witnesses were observing the Jeremy stock. The wit:
nesses were asked what use they observed being
made of the Road and answered by telling of the
traffic they had seen upon it. Many of the witnesses emphasized that when they used the Road
with stock they were "driving" not "grazing''
them. Furthermore, it is not to be supposed that
Mr~ Jeremy's stock would invariably, under the
witnesses' observation, be traveling the road crossing his premises.
Except as noted above we ·can concur in the statement of the case and the statement of facts contained in appellant's brief.

RE·SPONDENTS' ·coNTENTIONS
Respondents contended at the trial and assert here:
(a) That a public highway is established
. by dedication under the laws of the United
States and the applicable statutes of the
Territory of Utah prior to U. S. patent of
any of· appellant's lands and that said
patents were taken subject to the easement
of such highway.
(b) That the use of said Road since such
dedication has been such, and for a. period
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many times sufficient to establish a public
high,vay by prescription.
(c) All lands acquired by patent from the
State of Utah are expressly subject to the
public easements theretofore existing
across sueh lands.
(d) A public highway already existing by
dedication, prescription or both, its width
must be fixed and determined by what is
reasonable and necessary, under all fa.cts
and circumstances, for the uses made of
the road.
(e) That, inasmuch as by bringing this
action appellant has attempted and has
otherwise threatened to close the East
Canyon Roa.d and stop and prevent the
defendants from using the same, they and
the interveners are entitled to an injunction against the appellant enjoining him
from interfering with the use of the Road
by the defendants or the public.
The trial court found generally for respondents,
including specifie findings that a public highway
existed by both dedication (Findings Par. 5) and
prescription (Findings Par. 10) and that the width
reasonably necessary for the public use was 5 rods,
except that 'vhere fenced by tight stock-proof fence,
the width was fixed a.t 60 feet. It further found
that appellant had threatened to prevent defend..
ants from using the Road which 'vould result in
irreparable injury to them and enjoined such at..
te1npts on his part. There is ample evidence to
support all the court's findings; indeed, no other
findings would be w'arranted by the evidence.
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EVIDENCE
Over thirty witnesses testified at the. trial in May,
1939. Within what we believe the Court would desire should be the limits of this brief it would be
impossible to quote from or even refer .to the tes ..
timohy of all of them. Generally speaking each of
the witnesses testified to the use of the Road made
or observed by him, or to his 'knowledge of work
done upon it in working out poll tax or by Morgan
or Summit Counties.
Witnesses were also asked and stated the period of
time during which they were familiar with the Road
and had used it, observed others doing so, or work .
ed or observed work upon it. Almost all of the
witne~ses who testified to ha~ving made use of the
Road with stock coupled such testjmony With tlie
assertion that, in_ so us~ng it, they were "driving"
the animals and were not ''grazing'' them. Many
of the witnesses observed the Road being used by
'vagons, autos, sheep camp~s, pedestrians and
equestrians.
In addition to the driving of stock through the canyou at a very early date, as outlined above in our
statement of facts, from Henefer and Morgan to
SnydeTville and Park City, there was testimony as
to the existencE? of saw mills in East Canyon until
the timber there was depleted and of the use ~f the
R~oad by \vagons jn hauling it out. Fishermen also
frequented East Canyon during all times covered
by the testimony and used the Road to do so. That
the driving of livestockq particularly sheep, over
the Road was emphasized in the testimony, was due
to -the admission of appellant at the opening- of the
trial to the effect that a wa.y by prescription for
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vehicular traffic, 16 ft>Pt \Yidt\ \Yn~ conel\dP(~, In
Grder to a.void an extensive quotation of testin1ony
''"e submit the following tabulation sho,ring the
name of the "itness, the pages in th~ .P:t:inted ab-stract in which his testimony a.pp~ars, the period
of his us·e, obser~~ation or '"·ork upon the Road and
specific excerpts from his testin1ony showing the
nature of such use, obse·rYation or 'vork. We hope
this tabulation "rill nssist the Court:
\YIIJLIAM ARCHIBALD: 118-19; 1869 to 1921.
\\. . orked for Fish and Ga.me Department,
and planted fish in East Canyon; lived most
of his life at Snyderville. In 1869 could determine from road that other wagons had
used it. In early '70s observed hands of
sheep and cattle using it. Owned 'sa,v-mill
:1nd hauled lumber out on the East Canyon
Road. This sa\v-mill op,erated from six to
~~ven year~.
There was another n1ill at
Maxfields. Worked out poll tax on road
about forty ~~ears ago. The use of road by
~l1eep made work upon it necessary, as they
rolled rocks down upon it.
JAMES SALISBURY: 89-91; 1877, 1884-88
1899! 1914-16, 1932.
First observed and used road in 1877 ,vhen
16 years old. From 1884 to '88 rang-ed
sheep in East Canyon and used the road
to trail them hRrk and forth. In 1889 drove
sheep along the road to M axfieldg to dip.
A.t that time dngvvays bad been made indicating· \vork hnd bePn done upon it. Ob~
served another herd of sheen using it.
1914 to 1916 a.g"Jain used roa.d in trailing
Rheep and used it a.grain for same purposes
in 1932.
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S. 0. PO·RTER: 61-68; 1881 to 1896.
First remembrance of Road was the day before Garfield was shot(1881) when he was
driving stock \vith his father from Porterville to P·ark City. Used Road continuously for about 15 years thereafter. Speaks
of herds of cattle from 300 to 800 head.
Drove; did not graze stock, ''because we
\Van ted to get along.''
ALMA E. RICHINS: 94-5; 1885 to 1938.
First used Road on horseback and with
wagon between 1885 and 1890. Has traveled Road with sheep camps for 45 years.
Drove some cattle over it in the year 1897
taking them to Park City from Henefer.
Also drove over the Road in his autonlobile, and .knows of many people using the
Road for automobiles, and driving cattle.
J. W. RIC HENS: 95; 1885 to 1916.
Used the Road for wagon and sheep camps
during above .Period. In 1905 drove a herd
of 1100 head of sheep .along the Road.
Stated he was d!iving (not grazing) shee_p
in using the Road .
JO·HN HOLMB:ERG: 84-86; 1887 to 1900.
Hauled lumber from Big Dutch to Park
City. Took sheep through .on the Road in
1885. Worked at Clayton's Ranch, and
d.Tove sheep up and down to it. ,Speaks of
a band of 1800 head of sheep and 150 head
of cattle.
GEO~GE EDWARD FO~STER: 93; 1889-1939
Used the Road with team and wagon, in
driving horses and cattle back and forth. In
1897 drove beef cattle from Henefer to Park
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Uity. R.oad \Vas good, for a eanyon road.
Herded cattle for 3 or 4 years about 1900,
using the Road to fetch then1 hack and
forth. Observed other persons using the
lioad \rith tenn1~; driving sheep, and irailing horses.
RAS~IUSSEN:

68-71; 1896 to 1938.
Lives a.t Gorgorza very close to where East
Canyon Road ends at Highway No. 40. Ha~
Lived there almost fifty years, and remembers R.oad since he "\Vas 8 or 9 years old.
When he was 8 years old used it going v"'ith
his father for lumber from sa:w-milllocated
below (north of) Jeremy pla~e. Lumber
was haul~d to Salt Lake and Park City over
the Road. The East Canyon Road con.tinues down to Morgan .
..-'...lso dro,~e .sheep and cattle up and down
the Road and has seen sheep driven there
·almost every year for a long time. Lambs
Y,.. ere dropped and sheep lambed in these
ranyons and \Yere driven upon the Road
to ~hE: Upper Provo and W eher Rivers.
Spoke of 6,000 head in t"\vo herds ; also
kno\,. R of ca.tt le being driven over ·the
Road from 1898 until 1914 in herds of 100
to 450 ho~ld. Has observed hundreds of
nnto1nohiles going do\vn the canyon each
summer. Last drove livestock over the
r.1ncl in 101 f).
\V. 0. STEPHE:NS: 91-93; 1896, 1914 to 1932.
Observed use for stock, automobiles. Testified to great denl of \vork being done on it
hy Summit County," of which he \vas CommisSioner. Built bridge. Used caterp~il
lnr and grader each year to the Th{orga.n
County line, nt the expense of Summit

E. l J.
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County. Made it a four or six rod Road
for borrow purposes.

JOHN NIELSON: 104; 1897 to 1902:
Worked at Claytons Ranch 7 miles north
of .Jeremy's p·roperty. Used Road to trail;
gathered stray cattle from the area
around Snyderville and Kimballs to Claytons Ranch and with wagons at all seasons.

HYRUM A. JORGENSEN: 81-3; 1898 to 1938:
First used Road in 1898 to drive a fe·w
head of milch cows up East Canyon Road
to his home at Peoa on which trip they met
teams and "quite a bunch of cattle" using
the Road. Has observed wa.gons, teams,
and other stock besides his own using it.
1932 drove 1200 ewes with their lambs from
Peoa down East Canyon Road to the Ostler
range in East Canyon and . summered..
Came back the same way in the fall. \Vhile
sheep were on sumnter range used the Road
to go back and forth to them. Observed
automobiles,. campers, fishers and sheep
using the Road. Observed Stocking herd
in 1938.
THOMAS W. BUTTERS: 76-8; ·Prior to 1899,
1914-5 ; 1923-5.
Has lived at Morgan 66 years. As a boy
trailed Road with his father who was
carP-taker a.t Reservoir p-rior to 1899. Has
been County Road Supervisor, County
Commissioner and State Road Agent. 24
to 25 years a.go (1914-15) worked on Road
for Morgan County going up the canyon
just above Bear Hollow. Work was gen-
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eral n1aintenance, taking out rock, filling
up n1udholes. 19~3-5 after settle1nent of
dispute between Morgan and Summit Counties a.s to boundary nJ organ County continued to maintain the Road, widening dug""ays, taking off loose rock, patching up
mudholes and ruts and repairing bridges.

ACE MAXFIELD: 115-17; 1899 to 1938.
Owns ~Iaxfield Ranch in East Canyon.
Father ran dipping corral there 40 or 45
years ago which operated 8 or 10 years.
For about 20 years used Ea.st Canyon
Road to trail sheep to and from his property. Observed others, including Droubay and Bertagnoles, also using it _every
year. Remembers sawmill and that logs
werP. hauled over the Road. In 1938 because of appellant's sign did not use the
Road.

HYRUM STOCKING:

99-100; 1904-38.

In 1904 used Road for driving sheep from
Henefer as far up East Canyon as Little
Dutch. In June, 1938 helped drive 2000 of
defendants' sheep from Little Dutch to
Park City over this Road. Appellant's
foreman asked defendant A. M. Bertagnole if the latter had received p·ermission
to come up the canyon to which BertagnolP rep,lied . "no" and that he did not see
any reason why he should confer with anyone about coming up the canyon.

A. M. BERTAGNOLE: 105-112; 1909-39.
Earliest recollection of Road was in 1909.
He was 11 years old. Family used the Road
then for 'va.gon traffic. In 1912 or '13 and
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for two or three years drove sheep from
their range in the East Canyon area to dip
them on Mr. Jeremy's ranch at Gorgorza.
Others including D,roubay used the Ro~ad at
the san1e time for the same purpose. Sheep
thus driven would arnount to 2000 head in
a band. :b1 ron1 the years last m-entioned
until1931 used the Road mainly, so far as
trailing stock was conce·rned, for going to
Snyderville with bucks, about 150 to 200
head in a band. In 1931 took 1500 head of
lambs to· pasture at Snyderville. Between
1909 and the present time· also made use of
the Road with wagons and cars. Since
1921 has made 3 or 4 trips a week on it
starting each year about the middle of
Ap·ril and conti~uing until fall or winter. ·
Has been down it as late a.s January. Has
observed the Wilson outfit, Albert Smith,
Bill Coleman and others using the Road
for trailing sheep. In 192.9 or '30 procured
summer range from Silver King mine at
Park City, since which time has used the
Road through Jeremy's property in connection with going to summer range, going
at least one way up or down Ea.st Canyon Road each year and some years both
ways for that purpose. When he first went
into East Canyon the Road was a very
poor Road b~t every year there seems to
have been some work done on it until it
finally got to he a p,retty good road.
In the past five or six years Summit County
has not been doing much work on it, and !t
would seem somebody has been stop,ping
thp county from doing work on it although
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they haYe been trying to get 'vork done. In
last three years Summit County fixed up
a bridge and filled in n f e'v hole~? at our
reque~t. Witness traced on Ex. 1 "'i th an
indelible pencil the Road fron1 his ranch
up East Canyon; also the route that he
'vould have to take over Big niountain and
through Parleys to Gorgorza. States it
was about 20 miles over the Big Mountain
route and only 7 mjles directly up East
Canyon to Highway No. 40. Witness also
marked by similar pencil-marks the Silver
King summer range used by defendants,
stating it is in Thaynes Canyon and S·cott
Hill. Stated his 'vinter range is in Cedar
and Gold Hill, Utah and his fall range is
in East Canyon north of the Jeremy property. The sheep he puts on summer range
are moved to the fall range. The use of
the Road is a matter of convenience not
only for witness but for ranchers in East
Canyon. Has also observed work done by
Morgan County on the Roa.d where .it
~rosses the Jeremy property as far hack
as 1918.
DON~t\.LD

PAUL DROUBAY: 101-104: 1911-1919.

The Drouhay ranch in .East Canyon joins
.Teremy'R on the north. In 1911 helped
drive lambs from ranch to be shipped at
Atkinson over East Canyon Road. This
operation continued annually from 1911 to
1915. Herd;; '':.rould a:verage 1000 or 2000.
(;ontinued to be familiar with the Road
from 1915 to 1919 and used it with cars,
sheep "'agons and saddle horses. In using
a forest permit to feed in the Upper Provo
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the Road was also used to trail sheep in
the same manner. This same p·ractit~e -continued until his father went out of sheep
business in 1919. Never asked Mr. Jeremy's p~ermission to use the Road.

JAMES HENRY SALISBURY : 87-88 ; 1913 to
193R.

Lives at Rockport, Summit County. First
used Road in taking sheep to the desert
from Rockport in 1913. Since 1921 he has
used the Road each year in moving his
herd and bucks in the fall and summer
range in ~Iorgan County to Rockport. Also
4 or 5 times a year has used it with wagons,
sheep camps, etc. Has observed cars and
wagons and other bands of sheep being
driven along it.
A·. G. STE,MBRIDGE: 83; 1917-1922.
Has lived in Summit County 50 years and
has been livestock inspector since 1917.
Had occasion many times to_ go on the East
Canyon Road. From 1917 to 192·2 inspected sheep in that locality and on every occasion observed sheep using. the Road there.
Also many cattle. Observed and knew a.
number (he named 5) sheepmen who used
·the Road for trailing sheep. Also observed
the use of the Road by wa,gon, cars and
cattle. Never found diseased sheep in th~
canyon.
HORACE STEPHENS:

96-7; 1917, 1936.

Was Chairman of the Stock Trails Com-mittee of the Utah Wool Growers' Association for many years, which committee
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~UTUl1g"ed

for establislnnent of stock trails
throughout the State. l~onferred with ·pub-·
lie authorities regarding san1e and recommended action to the Association. He
recommended a road of 8 rods width in
East Canyon. He also used the Road for
trailing sheep in 1917 and drove his car
with them. Again in 1936 he trailed a few
head of dry ewes on the Road through
Jeremy's Ranch .

.A. B. BERTOCH: 71-2; 1921 to 1938.
Lives at Croydon, Morgan County. 60
years old. Familiar with this Roa.d as far
south as 1\'Iorgan-Summit County line since
his earliest re-collection. Was Game W a.rden from 1921 to 1927 and his duties took
him over it often from May until late fa.ll
each year. Public used the Road the same
as any other generally traveled road. Has
Reen livestock on the Roa.d, both sheep and
cattle using it.
W ARR.EN C. BOJ_jEY:

112-114; 1921 to 193-b.

During years above noted had hi& summer range for sheep in Morgan County,
snuth\vest of Porterville and his winter
r::1.nge in Millard County. La1nbed nortlleast of Park City. 1Ioved sheep from
lambing grounds to his summer range by
way of East Canyon Road. Would enter
the Road at Jeremy's ranch. Sheep were
moved up and do,vn Ea.st Canyon in summer bunches to adjust his herd. Jeremy
never complained of his using Road.
Noticed sign at Jeremy'R sa.yjng "Road
c1o~P.cl to sheep'· in 1935, at which time witSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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ness secured Jeremy's permissi.Pn to go
down ·canyon.
W. B. SHAW : 80-81 ; 1922 to 1927.
First used Road in 1922 or 1923 driving in
wagon from Porterville to Snyderville.
Also has made trip in cars. In November
1927 trailed 850 sheep from Porterville to
feed at Snyderville. vVent up N ovemher
5th and came back December 12th same
year.
GOLDE·N PORTER: 78-80; 1928-38.
Has lived at Richville, Morgan County,
since 1910. Traveled East Canyon Road
since 1928. Has trailed livestock down it,
coming from Atkinson, entering Road at
Jeremy's and trailing to Richville. rhis
oc-curred in 1935, 1936 and 1937.
JOSEPH STOCKING: 97-98; 1931 to 19:16.
Drove the Road in an automobile in 193132: Drove 1000 sheep on it in 1934 from.
Huntsville, via 1\tiorgan and Porterville to
Weber River. In fall of 1936 drove 1800
head through from Weber Rhrer down East
Canyon. to the McFarlane or Clayton
Ranch. Ha~ seen automobile and campers
using the Road.
CARL PHILLIPS:

72-3; 1933-34.

Has lived at Porterville for 48 years; was
Morgan County Road Supervisor during
above years.
Maintained the Road
throughout the year. Did mostly grade
work on dugways in maintaining and keeping rocks off the Road, constructed wooden
culverts. and repaired la.rger bridges.
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\\T ork extended to Summit County line
about five miles south fron1 Big Dutch and
Little Dutch. It \Ya~ done at lVlorgan
C~ounty 's expense.

0LAR.ENCE C. RICH:

73-76; 1935-39.

Lived at Richville 50 years. Knew Road
all his life. Since 1935 ha.s been Road Comnlissioner for lVlorgan County and has
n1aintained the Road since that time. It
has been widened, straig·htened and rebridged and sloped so that sheep· would
not bring rocks down on it; would go out
2 or 3 rods to borrow. Always observed
sheep trailing along the Road, also vehicular traffic, sheep camps and some cattle.
Traffic went both ways. Work was done
as far south as Bear Hollow which was
.assumed a.s boundary between Morgan and
Summit Counties, at Morgan County's expense. Kept Road clear of snow in winter
as far south as McFarlane Ranch to permit trips to the air beacon on Porcupine
Peak.

HERER J. CRUMP: 100-1 ; 1937-38._
Drove sheep on East Canyon Road in above
years from 11cFarlane 's ranch in East
Canyon to load at Kimballs. Herds of
about 800 head. Upon Road with wagons
and automobile and also observed automobiles, ·sheep camps and some sheep being
driven on it. Knows of others who also
used the R,oa.d in driving sheep.
ERNEST A. ·FUELLING:

86-7; 1936.

Has resided in Park City since 1881. Was
Road Supervisor in 1936. During June
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and .July of that year he worked with six
men for Summit County upon the Road beginning. at Jeremy's and running down
(north) from the railroad crossing and built
a new bridge, after an automobile had
fallen through the old one, about 50 feet
from Jeremy's gate (entrance to what was
designated the lane).
E. J. JEREMY

(Ap~pellant).

P. 40-took possession of his property about
1917 and when he came there the Road existed. P. 42 - the Road from the north of
my property goes down to Morgan and
Henefer. It would be a great deal farther
from Porterville to Park City by way or
Morgan than going up the East Canyon
Road. To go from the area of East Canyon Reservoir over Little Mountain through
Parleys Canyon and over its summit (to
Gorgorza) would be farther than' using
East Canyon Road. P. 44 - lived in Salt
Lake City and spent summer months on
ranch. Was absent from ranch many times
during sprjng, summer and early fall
months at, the time when stock would be
moving along Road.
(Attention is called to this testimony to
account for appellant's absence of observation of the Road being used by stock).
P. 45 - p1arellel fences by lane 'vere built
by his father and rebuilt by appellant.
P. 47 - other fences on my property besides the lane fences follow the Road. If
Berta.gnoles cannot. come up East Canyon
to get to their Silver King range they
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'"'ould have to con1e up the Big" Mountain
Trail, go over to near the reservoir in Parley's Canyon, then up Alexander Canyon
and over the sumn1it. P. 60- a competent
man 'vith competent help could hold sheep
to an 8 rod 'vidth on East Canyon; although
it is hard to get comp~etent help.

JOHN W.

ENSIGN~

(Mr. Ensign's testimony had to do only
with Mr. Jeremy's patents and th~ substance of it appears upon the large map.
Ex. A).
During the time of his testimony it !Vas
stipulat~d that Jeremy's la.ne is approximately 60 feet wide and the map was
drawn to scale.

WILLIAM BALDWIN:
P. 58 There are dug\Yays on the East Canyon Road indicating some construction on
it.

THOMAS E.

JERE~IY:

P. 129 - It was stipulated tha.t Thomas E .
.Jeremy was a beneficiary under trust
agreement made by appellant as to this
property. P. 12'8-29 - testified a.s to certain persons who had trailed sheep on t~e
R-oad throug-h the Jeremy property without paying damages.

McPOLIN, STE:PHENS and LEMON, County
Commissioners · 130 ; 1936.
It was .stipulated that if said me1nbers of
the Board of County Commissioners of
Summit County were present they would
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testify that acting as a Boa,rd of County
Commissioners they ordered the Sheriff of
Summit County to take down the sign pertaining to animals driving through East
Canyon Road and to see that the public
could trail animals through said Road; that
said sign was taken down in 1936 and that
the sheriff would testify-that he did take
said sign down in 1936 and conducted a herd
through said Road.
N. W. L.ARSON: 130-1; 1936-7.

It was stipulated that Larson would have
testified that in the spring of 1936 appellant stopped him from trailing from Park
City to the Bertagnole range in East Canyon. That an argument ensued and that
I.Jarson did not use the Road on that occa.sion but when he came out in the fall of
1936 Sheriff Adamson was present and escorted him through the Jeremy property.
Larson went through wi~h his sheep the following sp,ring, 1937, claiming it was an open
Road but pa.ying Thomas E. Jeremy $10.00
for feed consumed along the Road; Larson
also trailed sheep on the Road coming out
in the fall of 1937.

EXHIBIT A - Is a large map prepared by
County Surveyor Harold G. Clark showing
East Canyon Road where it takes off from
Highway 40-5.30 as fenced at Jeremy Lane,
and its center line continuing through the
Jeremy p,roperty. The map also shows all
lands owned by appellant over which the
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Road. passes, \Yith the dates san1e \vere
patented.

EXHIBITS B TO G -Deeds or land contracts.
EXHIBIT A-1 - Description of center line of
East Canyon Road through Jeremy prop~
erty, prepared by County Surveyor Harold G. l'1lark.
EXHIBIT A-2- :Field notes of Exhibit A-1.

EXHIBIT 1 -

Is map, two copies of which
appear in the record. One is attached to
the S. 0. Porter deposition and referred to
in the testimony (bui not marked) as Ex.
~. It includes a good deal if not all of the
Wasatch Forest and is important as showing the whole of East Canyon, all the different places referred to in the testimony,
the location of the Bertagnoles' summer range near P'ark City and their direct
(via East Canyon Road) and indirect (via
Big Dutch, Little Mountain, etc., as sug~ested by appellant) routes to it. WhilE
the date on this map is 1937 it may be are"'1rint from a.n older map. The whole of the
East Canyon Road is sho,vn on it as a
''no or motor road.'' Note its connections
,,. 1th Highway 30S at Morg.an and Henefer
on the north, and with Highway 40-530 at
Gorgorza on the south. Note also that
there are no roads taking off from it to
other points along its entire length of
about 25 mileR ~ and that it a] one thus
sPrveR an area of approximately 100 square
miles.

mXHIBIT 19 - Is a photostat of a U. S. Geological Survey 1\tfap, Edition of 1.895 (the
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original also is with the record). The East
Canyon Road is shown taking off from the
Salt Lake-Kimballs Road at about its present location and running down East Canyon to where the map ends near the mouth
of what is marked "Mill" (probably now
Hardscrabble) Creek.
EXHIBITS 4a, 2., 3 AND 4 are photostats of
U. S. Land Office Plats from the .Land
Office at Salt Lake City.
IDXHI~IT

4a., dated 1869, shows the Road taking off from what is marked ''Toll Road
from Salt Lake City'' across Sees. 11 and
2 T. 1 S. R. 3 E. S. L. M. to East Canyon,
not far from where the present Road takes
off as shown by Ex. A.

EXHIBIT 2 - 1881, shows its continuation
from the part appearing in Ex. 4a, and
ho'v it ran on down Ea.st Canyon.
EXHIBIT 3 - 1882, shows the continuation of
the Roa.d from the. previous exhibits down
East Canyon and through Sees. 35, 34, 27
and 22 Tp. 1 N. R. 3 E. S. L. M. (All being lands no'v owned by appellant) and
out of the To~Tnship to the North.
In the above three Land Office Plats the
Road .is clearly shown and well marked.
Obviously the same Road is meant to be
mapped iii each plat and it is clear that
each of the surveyors thought it of enough
importance to he shown upon the Land
Office Plats.
EXHIBIT 4 - 1897, is the Land Office Plat
showing the survey of that portion of
Township 1 N. R. 3' E. not surveyed in 1882.
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It also sho"rs the Road and tha.t between
then and 1881 it had been moved from the
opposite side of the creek as stated by the
witness S. 0. Porter.
EXHIBITS 5 TO 17 are copies of patents, some
Federal and some State. As appears
from them and Ex. A the .oldest U. S.
patent date.s back to the year 1875; and all
the State patents contain the follo,ving
..
prOVISIOn:
''Subject to any easement or right of way
of the public to use of such highways as
may have been established according to
law."

.A.RGUMENT

In our argument we will discuss the· propositions
above stated and will first state the statutes which
we believe are applicable to this case. These statutes are as follows :
.A.ct of Congress, 1866 ( 43 USCA Sec. 9.32).
The right-of-way for the construction of
highways over public lands, not reserved
for public uses, is hereby granted.

Se-es. 2 and 3, Chap. 29, Laws 1880, See 75
Ut. 390.
.
Sec. 2. High"\\"ays are roads, streets or
alleys and bridges laid out or erected by
the public, or if laid out or erected by
others. dedicated or abandoned to the use
of the public.
Sec. 3. Roa.ds laid out and recorded as
highways by · the County Court, and all
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roads used as such for a period of five
years, are highways. . . .
Sec. 2, Chap. 12, Laws of Utah, 1886.
All roads, streets, alleys and bridges laid
out or erected by others than the Public
and dedicated or abandoned to the use of
the public are highways. A highway shall
be deemed and taken as dedicated and
abandoned to the use of the Public when it
has been continuously and uninterruptedly
used as a public thoroughfare for a period
of ten years.
Revised Statutes of Utah, 1933.
36-1-1 Public Highways Defined.
In all -counties all roads, streets, alleys,
lanes, courts, places, trails and bridges laid
out or erected as such by the public, or
dedicated or abandoned to the public, or
made such in actions for the partition of
real property, are public highways.
36-1-2 Id. When Deemed Dedicated.

A highway shall be deemed to have been
dedicated and abandoned to the use of the
public when it ha.s been continuously used
as a public thoroughfare for a period of
ten years.

36-1-3 Id. ·O·n:ce E~ablished, Continue
Until Abandoned.
All highways once established must continue to be highways until abandoned by
order of the board of county commissionerR
of the county in which they are situated,
or other competent authority.
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(a)

A PUBLIC HIGHWAY IS ESTABLISHED
BY DEDICATION UNDER THE LAWS OF
THE UNITED STATES AND THE STATUTES OF THE TERRITORY OF UTAH
PRIOR TO PATENT OF ANY 0'F ~APP·EL
LANTS' LANDS; AND SAID PATENTS
WERE TAKEN SUBJECT TO THE EASEMENT OF SUCH HIGHWAY.

Our evidence is uncontradicted that a Road existed
in East Canyon p~rior to 1869. (Testimony of William Archibald and Ex. 4-a). It appears also that
very early and probably at that early date the Road
was used for intercourse between the settlements
at its northern and beyond its southern end. Up, to
1880 the law required user for a period of only 5
years; so, since Mr. Jeremy's earliest p~a.tent dated
back only to 1875, the Road was already dedicated
ns a Road hy the time his first patent issued. The
i'Ontinuiug user of the· Roa.d from those early days,
as appears from the testimony 0f many witnP.sses
and from the other land office plats Exs. 2, 3 and
4- clearly suffice to dedicate the Road across the
appellant's other lands longJ before any patenbi
issued to them.
LindAay J__Jand & Livestock Company v.
Churnos et al, 75 Utah 384, 390.
''It has been held by numerous courts that
thP grant (undrr the 1866 Act) may be
ner.epted by public use without formal action hy public authorities, and that con+in11Pd URP of thP R,oad by the public for
'-111Ch lengih of time and under such ci:rSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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cumstances as to clearly indicate an inten··
tion on the part of the public to accept the
grant is sufficient. Montg~omery v. Somers, 50 Or. 259,90 P. 674; Murray v. City of
Butte, 7 Mont. 61, 14 P. 6.56; Hatch Bros.
v. Black. 25 "\Vyo. 109, 1065 P. 518; Spra.gue
v. Stead, 56 Colo. 538, 139 P. 544. Other
decisions are to the effect that an acceptance is shown by evidence of l!ser for such
a length of time and under such conditions
as would establish a Road by prescription,
if the land over which it pass0d had been
the subje·ct of private ownership. Okanogan Co. v. Cheetham, 37 Wash. 682, 80 P.
262, 70 L. R. A. 102'7; City of Butte v. Mikosowitz, 39 Mont. 350, 102 P. 593, or of
public user for such time as is prescribed
in Sta.te statutes upon which highways are
deemed public highways. McRose v. Bott..
yer, 81 9a1. 122., 22 P. 393; Schwerdtle v.
Placer County, 108 Cal. 589, 41 P. 448; WaL
cott Tp. v. Skauge, 6 N. D. 382, 71 N. W.
544; Great N. R. Co. v. Viborg, 17 S. D. 374,
97 N. W. 6. See, also, annotation on necP-ssity and sufficiency of acceptance, L. R. A.J
1917A, 355~"
''In this caRe the court found as a fact that,
while the lands traversed by the Road "vere
public lands of the United States the Roa.d
was used as a public thoroughfare for a
period . . . in excess of that re·quir~d by
the territorial statutes in force for creating a public highway by use. Tha.t finding, if supported in fact, is sufficient in law
to amount to an acceptance of the congressional grant of the right of way over the
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public lands, and thus would constitute and
create the Roa.d in question a public hig·hway by dedication.''
Sullivan v. Condas, 76 Ut. 585.
''The findings show a.nd the decree deterinined the roadway to be a public high\\·ny. . . . The right of wa.y having been
established over public lands by public
us'er, the predecessors of the plaintiffs
"Then the patent was issued to the1n, and
the plaintiffs when they acquired their interests in and to the lands, took them subject to the easement in favor of the public,
unless it "~as thereafter extinguis-hed by
operation of the State law, which was not
done. 8 Fed. Stat. Ann. ( 2d Ed.) p. 785,
Sec. 2477 (43 USCA Sec. 932); McRose v.
Rottyer, 81 Cal. 122, 22 P. 393; Tholl v.
Koles, 65 Kan. 802, 70 P. 881; \Vallowa
C:ounty v. Wade, 43 Or. 253, 72 P. 793.;
~fontgomery v. Somers, 50 Or. 259, 90 P.
674: Bishop v. Hawley~ 33 Wyo. 271, 238
P. 284. Under the laws of the Territory
nf Utah (La\vs 1880, Chap. 29; Laws 1886,
fihap. 12: Comp. La,vs 1888, Sec. 206'6; Rev.
Stat. 1898, Sec. 1115, and carried into Comp.
Laws Utah, 1917, Sec. 2802), a highway is
dPemPd nPd taken as dedicated and abandoned to the nse of the public when it has
heen continuouRlv and uninterruptedly
used as a public thoroughfare for ~ period
of ten vears, and then once established must
contin~e to be a highway until abandoned
bv order of the hoard of county commis~ionerR of the county in which it is located
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or by a judgment of a court of competent
jurisdiction. ' '
We remark here that the East Canyon Road has
never been abandoned by order of any publio
authority, ~o far as shown by any evidence in the
record. The only evidence, that of 1IcPolin et al,
County Commissioners a.s stipulated, is directly to
the contrary.

(b)

THAT THE USE OF EAST . CANYON
ROAD SINCE SUCH DEDICATION AND
ABANDONMENT HAS BEEN FOR A
PERIOD MANY TIMES SUFFICIENT TO
ESTABLISH A PUBLIC HIGHWAY BY
PRESCRIPTION".

In a.ddi tion to the evidence of 1\tir. Archibald bacR
as far as 1869 our witnesses pick up the use of the
roa.d for all purposes necessary and convenient to
the surrounding population as early a.s 1877 and
bring such use down to the date of the trial. The
evidence likewise showed much work done upon it
by both of the interested counties first by \Vay of
poll .tax anp .later hy the counties directly. The
evidence quite clearly shows, we think, that this
prescriptive right was established by public use for
the necessa.ry statutory period over and over again
during the years covered by the witnesses' testimony.
Laws 1~80, Supra.
I.Ja ws 1886.
Sees. 36-1-1 to 3, Rev. St. Utah, 1933.
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(c)

AI;rJ h..\.NDS OF APPELLANT ACQUIRED

BY P~-\.TENT FROM THE STATE OF UTAH
~~RE

BY THE EXPRESS PROVISIONS OF
THE P ~\.TENT SUBJECT T.O THE PUBLIC
EASEMENT O:F THE ROAD EXIS1.'ING
ACROSS THE~l.
On this proposition we simply refer to the language of ihe ·State patents included in the exhibits
above mentioned which contain the provision
quoted above.

(d)

A PUBLIC ROAD ALREADY EXISTING

BY DEDICATION OR PRESCRIPTION OR
BOTH, ITS WIDTH MUST BE FIXED A.ND
DE_TERI\1INED BY WHAT IS REASON_A_BLE AND NECESSAR-Y, UNDER ALL
FACTS AND CIRCUMSTAi~CES, FOR THE
USES MADE OF THE ROAD.
Lindsay Land & Livestock Co., 75 Ut ..384,
392.
''It was proper and necessa.ry for the
court in defining the Road to determine its
"\vidth, and to fix the same according to
what was reasonable and necessary, under
all the facts and circumstances, for the
uses which were made of the road.''
Whitesides v. Green, 13 U t. 341, 34:8-9.
'' Syl. No. 1. Where the ·public ha.ve acquired the right to a public highway. by
user, they are not limited in width to the
actual be a ten path. T·he right carries with
it such width as is reasonably necessary for
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the public ease1nent of travel, and the width
must be determined from the 'facts and
circumstances peculiar to each case. T be
highway having been permanently fenced,
the usual width of highways in the locaiity, and the width recognized by the owner
of the fees and the public, when there has
been such recognition, are pertinent fact~
from which, in connection v1ith other evidence, width may be inferred.''
"The next question is, how wide is the
highway which the public have acquired~
Counsel for the appellant appear to insist
that the public have only a right to travel
on the beaten path, and must be confined
to one rod in \vidth. We cannot agree
with counsel that, where the public have
acquired the right to a public highway by
user, they are limited to such width as has
actually been used by them. Generally, the
greater part of the travel on a county high-Vlay is doubtless confined to the track
made by vehicles, . .but there must be room
enough for travelers with wagons, carriages, or implements to pass each other,
and for necessary improven1ents and repairs to be made so as to keep it in a suitable condition. The right acquired by
prescription and use carries with it such
\vidth as is reasonably necessary for the
public easement of travel. ''
Burroughs v. Guest, 5 Ut. 91, 99.
''In determining the extent of the dedication, all the circumstances may be considered- the width of the highways in the
vicinity of the land in question, the width
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of high,Yays in n system of 'vhich the one
in controversy forms a part, any circun1stances of recognition by the owner of the
fee and the public of definite and fixed
li1nits. ''

(e)

RESPONDENTS ARE ENTITLED TO AN
INJUNCTION AGAINST APPELLANT ENJOINING HIM FROM INTERFERING
7
\ ' 1TH THE USE OF THE ROAD BY DEFE.NDANTS OR THE PUBLIC.
I

Lindsay Land & Livestock Co. v. Churnos,
supra.
~nlliYan v. Condas, supra.

DISCUSSION OF APPELLANT'S POINTS
The first point made by app·ellant is that the evidence does not show a dedication of the Road. We
have. in general, discussed above the evidence in
support of this finding. As we have previously
stated, we believe that, from such evidence, no different finding could have been rnade. Obviously,
we ·cannot agree that the driving of stock on the
Road has been only on isolated occasions or that
the g·eneral pnblic 1 aR llsed it only to a width of
16 feet. On t1"e contrary such use has been and is
ft~ wide as necessarv, - our evidence showed up to
20 rods- and the trial court found that the public
use is and has been
1

1

''for all ne·eessary and convenient purposeR
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ular traffic and the driving anu trailing
of horses, cattle and sheep"' (Findings Par.
4).
'l'he court further found (Findings Par. 11) that
the road
'' wa.s open to all who desired to use it;
that the use made of it was as general and
extensive as the situation of the Road and
the surrounding country p1ermitted. ''
The evidence was as to the public use, and that is
the finding of the court. Neither defendants nor
interveners made claims of any private use, prescriptive or otherwise. Indeed, interveners, the
~Counties, could not; and the claim of defendants
was as members of the public. Furthermore, the
a.ct of dedication itself imports a public, rather than
a p~rivate, right.
Yet, while the heading of appellant's first point
indicates that his discussion means to refer to
public use, his authorities do not so refer. On the.
contrary, almost all of them have to do with
private rights. It seems to us that these are pointJess and irrelevant here.· We may "\vell concede that
a private right by prescription may not be enlarged
so as to increase the burden upon the servient tenement, but that does not help us here, for that is
not this case. Nor is any question of adve-rse possession involved.
As it would serve no useful purpose to discuss each
one of appellant's authorities we will do no more
than mention them, classifying tho~e that refer to
private easements and adverse possession.
~

Stephens Ranch~& Livestock Co. v. Union
Pacific Railroad Co., 48 Ut. 528.
Robins v. Roberts, 80 Ut. 409 .
.Jensen v. Gerrard, 85 Ut. 460.
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Bolton Y. 1\tlurphy, -±1 Ut. 591.
Salisbury v. Rockport lrrig. Co., 79 Ut.
398.
. .\t\Yater v. Bodfish, (Gray's Reports) 150;
Boynton Y. Long-ley, GPac. 437 (new).
Bremer Y. nlanhattan Ry. Co., 84 N. E. 59,
are clearly all ea.ses of private ease1nents. In most
of them the holding ""as that such easement could
not be enlarged.
The quotation from 9 R. C. L. 788 is from the article
on Easements a.nd in the introductory section of
this article it is pointed out that it ''does not include
the principles relating to public easements.'' That
from 19 C. J. 9'77 is also from the Article on Easements and it is quite clear from the definition and
nature of easements as indicated in the first sectio:v.
of the article (19 C. ;r. 862) that public easements
are not included in it. The note in 88 Am. Dec. from
which the citation on p. 280 is taken is entitled ''Use
of Private Ways" and the note itself follows a case
having to do with a private ea~ement. Obviously
the quotation from 2 Tiffany on Real P·rop~erty,
Sec. 525 refers to the same subject.
As we have stated the reasoning of these cases
and citations is not applicable here.
Dignan v. Nelson, 26 Ut. 186 and
English v. Openshaw, 28 Ut. 241,
involve the burden of proof in cases of adverse pos ...
session. They seem to us to be equally out of point
as to the ones just mentioned. In
Morris v. Blunt, 49 Ut. 243
a right of way by both public dedication and private
easement was claimed. The court found against
both claims saying there was no evidence of public
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use at all and no evidence of private use except by
persons not in court. It is attempted to 1nake the
case analogous by contending that there is no evidence of public use here and to require that defendants' case must be based on the claim of pri.
vate easement. We need but to refer to the mass of
testimony. here as. to use by the public generally,
and for many purposes to dispose of this contention.
State v. Trask, 6 Vt. 355; 27 Am. Dec. 554.
is cited to the effect that the right of the public is
limited to the extent of the public use. If the decision applied to a road or street it \Vould be contrary to the rule laid down in
Burroughs v. Guest, supra,
Whitesides v. Green, supra, and
Lindsay Land & Livestock Co. v. Churnos,
as to fixing the width of such road or street. The
case did not have to do with a road, however, but
rather with a '~common'' of which a highway was
merely a part; and the question was whether the
public had accepted the dedication of the portion of
the common upon which Trask's building was placed
and so appropriated it to public use. Since the evidence here points to the existenc-e of the East Canyon_ Road under the Act of Congres.s of 1866 many
years before patent of the appellant's property first
patented, there "vas clearly such an acceptance by
the public as, under the rules of the Lindsay Tjand
& I~ivestock and Gondas cases, to constitutP. an
appropriation to public use.
The latter part of appellant's brief is devoted to
a discussion of the point that the evidence doeR not
support the use of the East Canyon Road as we contend. We have discussed this point in the body of
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our brief where we refer to and tabulate the evidence of the various "ritnesses. vVe think no extended further disrnssion is necessnry here. Ho,vever, we shall refer briefly to the testin1ony of·
the "Titnesses quoted by appellant "There we feel
his references do not fairly reflect such testimony.

E. J. JERE~IY, appellant. It n1ust be remembered
that appellant did not take possession of the property until 1917. Many years before that the evidence showed that the Road was in exi~.tence, and
bad been used for all sorts of traffic including the
driving of stock. It had also been used for the hauling out of lumber from sa\v-mills in East Canyon.
hile. under the common practice of driving sheep
east and \Yest to and from the desert, there have
been period~ when the Road was not used a great
deal for trailing sheep, the evidence sho,vs that
there was some use for this purpose during the entire period coi'\rered by the testimony; and once hn vtng had a status a.s a road such status could not be
lost until abandonment by the proper order of a
public authority. It is true also that Mr. Jeremy
endeavored to prevent the driving of stock on the
Road; his. efforts in that respect are what led to this
lawsuit. He apparently even persuaded one of the
~heriff~ of Summit Co11nty to post a sign forbidding.
stock on the Road: which sign was ordered taken
down by thP- County Commissioners, 'vhen brought
to thPir attention. Furthermore, although appellant testified that Boley \vent through but only with
appellant's permission, Boley's O"\Vn testimony is
(Ab. 112. Tr. 348) that he used the canyon going
through 'Jeremy's !rround from 1921 until 1935
'vithont ohiection nr eomnlqint.
THOMAS E. JEREl\ilY'S testimony is of little importance since his familiarity with the Road did not.
7
\\
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begin until 1929. As with a portion of appellant's
testimony, it was largely devoted to shnwing that
appellant attemp~ted to keep sheep from trailing
on the Rna.d and to exacting damages fro1n those
that did use it, since that date. Such action on
appellant's part could not, as we have just pointed
out, close the Road or cause its abandonment.
S. 0. PO~RTER. Appellant's brief states that "the
witness observed sheep and cattle being driven up
and down the canyon but whose cattle they were the
witness did not recall." As a matter of fact (Tr.
110-11) the witness testified there were ''lots of
sheep and cattle driven up and down the canyon
those years.'' He named two who drove cattle back
and forth from Holladay a.s the witness had done
and others who ranged in the (upper) Weber or
Provo and went back and forth on the road.
The
Court will recall that the witness' testimony was as
to a period long before the appellant was operating
his ranch although his father's lower ranch wa.s
mentioned by the witness, who stated that no permission was ever asked or received to cross it.
In appellant's brief the testimony of E. L. RASMUSSEN is only briefly summarized and it would
app~ear that he had never driven any sheep over
the Road. This is not his testimony. At Tr. 128-9
he sp,eaks of driving both sheep and cattle and, a.s a
boy, helping 3 or 4 outfits to dock lambs in the
canyon.
The inference from the analysis of the testimony of
A. R. BiERTO~CH from appellant's brief is not
what we gain fro~ his testimony. He stated (Ab.
72) ''the public used the Road the same as any other
generally traveled road'' and that he had ''seen
livestock, both sheep and eattle, both np and down
1"t . "
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CLARE.NCE C. RICH (Tr. 14o) speaks of going
out a "'couple or three rods'' to borrow dirt \vhere
the road '' '\vasn 't very firm.'' This would indicate
a width of up to six rods for the Road.
W. V. SHAW drove sheep both ways on the Road
in 1927.
From the testimony of HYRUM A. JO·RGENSEN
appellant has omitted what Jorgensen observed as
to the use of the Road by others.
From that of JOHN HOLMBERG ap·pellant has
emitted the hauling of lumber by the witness from
Big Dutch to Park City and his observation of sheep
and cattle being· driven on the Road for the period
of 12 years in which he traveled it many times.
·Also omitted is his statement that he often trailed
sheep along the Road as well as over the trails
mentioned -in appellant's brief, and the driving of
herds of horses up and down it.
From that of ERNEST A. FUELLING is omitted
bis testimony that, in addition to building · the
bridge, he and his men worked on the Road north
of the railway.
JAMES HE.NRY SALISBURY has used the Road
continuously with his herd and bucks since 1921.
The importance of the testimony of ALMA ID
RICHINS is not that his sheep do not use it (because they have no occasion to) but that as early as
between 1885 and 1890 the Road was there and in
use by the public.
This is true also of the testimony of J. W. RICHE·NS who traveled the road a.s early as 1884.
HO,RACE STEPHENS' testimony was submitted
more to assist the court in fixing the proper width
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of the Road than for any other purpose Appel·
lant's brief does not mention this phase· of his testimony.
While HEBER J. CRUMP did not know whose
sheep he observed using the Road, he stated that
they were being trailed and followed the Road. (Tr.
285).
DONALD PAUL DROUBAY testified to the use of
the canyon for trailing sheep, between the years
1915 and 1919 although this does not appear in
app·ellant 's brief. This use was for a. herd of 1560
head coming off the )forest Reserve in the Weber
River and being taken dO·wn the canyon from
appellant's ranch for a. month or so of fall grazing
in East Canyon before starting to the winter
range (Tr. 295).
\V"e have quite fully abstra_cted the testimony of
.A.. l\1. BERTAGNOLE. We have also referred to
the testimony of \7\TARRE:N C. BOLEY, in connection with that of appellant.

ACE MAXFIELD. Appellant omits testimony of
this witness as to hauling lumber. ~rhat on ona
occasion he asked ap,pella.nt's permission to use the
Road (when the sign was up) cannot, of cour.se.
affect the fact of the Road's existence.
We· have also abstracted the testimony of WIL:LI~t\.M ARCHIBALD. Our only comment on thP
outline of his testimony. appearing in appellant's
hrief is that his description of the Road in the early
days coupled with the other testimony in the case
· a.s to its condition now, shows very clearly the
amount of work that has, in the meantime, been
done upon it.
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CONCLUSION
To repeat: The use of East Canyon Road since the
earliest days of our State's settlen1ent for all purposes necessary and convenient to the public has
been testified to by many witnesses and is evidenced
by all the maps introduced in evidence in this case.
The testimony of the "'witnesses so overlapped as to
leave no gaps since 1869 when the Road was not
used for the general uses of the public. Under the
Federal, Territorial and State Statutes in force
during this period of 60 years, such use establishes
the R.oad by both dedication and prescription many
times over. The evidence as to the use of the Road
by the public in early days is undisputed, a.s appellant offered no testimony as to the use of the Road
prior to 1917; but if it is not, or if this Court
should feel that its decision on the evidence might
bP. different from that of the trial court, still there
js. without doubt, ample evidence to sustain the
findings here; and this Court will not disturb them
under such circumstances.
'Vith the public Road thus found to exist, appellant cannot complain of the trial court's action in
fixing its width. That is a matter of what is necesRary and reasonable for the public use under all the
circumsta.nees. The trial court, under the weight
of our testimony, could well have fixed a greater
vvidth than it did.
For the reasons given it is respectfully submitted
that the judgment should be affirmed.
STEPH:Fj}TS~
AND

BRAYTON & LOWE,
P. H. NEELEY,
Attorneys for Defendants
and Respondents.
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